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a more comprehensive view of society, now bound together
in a community of economic life, it inherited the municipal
armoury of ideas and weapons. It moulded itself upon the
example set by the towns and applied the existing machinery
on a wider scale. The unit was no longer the borough with
its genuine sense of solidarity though narrow range of vision,
but the nation ; yet the enlargement of the unit left un-
changed the concepts in which the older structure was rooted,
until they were modified under the insistent pressure of
individualism.
national-
ism.
A comparison of town economy and national economy Economic
enables us to discern the essential continuity of economic
policy. In the stage of a town economy every borough
strove to become a complete entity, a self-dependent body.
It displayed jealousy of other burghal communities towards
which it conducted itself after the fashion of an independent
city state armed with active powers of aggression and
defence; it sought to establish a monopoly of industry over
a wide area ; and it imposed trading disabilities on the
strangers within its gates. In the stage of a national
economy the body of tradition created by municipal
practices was incorporated within the framework of State
action. Its pivotal features, and especially the basic
principle of exclusiveness, remained unaltered in so far as
they implied the aim of self-sufficiency. The notion of self-
sufficiency or autarky does not of course debar inter-
national trade, that is, the exchange of commodities with
other countries1. It implies that a community must
normally produce its essential requirements in respect of
food and manufactured articles, possess its own mercantile
marine, and restrict foreign commerce to the export of
superfluities and the import of absolute necessities. Accord-
ingly the real kernel of the Mercantile System lay in the pro-
tection of agriculture, industry and navigation; and the
criterion applied to foreign trade was its reaction upon the
other branches of the economic system. The accumulation
of treasure was not one of the fundamentals of Mercantilism.
Its subordinate place in the mercantilist scheme may be
1 See infra, vol. iii. Appendix, p. 489, No. i.
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